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Living Artfully: Living Artfully offers the opportunity to consciously attune to what you are saying YES

to and calling into your life. Your presence and focus are the keys to Living Artfully. You can design your life

creatively and prioritize what is most important. It is essential to honor and nurture your Temple Body with

consistent practices including movement, meditation, mindfulness, nourishment, self-care, and that which

inspires you to keep your creative channel open. In Living Artfully, all the chakras are activated and aligned

through exploring authentic sound and movement.
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Full Body YES: The more you connect with your Hollow Bamboo and become Empty Presence, the

easier it becomes to listen to and know your Frequency of YES. It is imperative to know your NO so you can

align with your highest YES. Through cultivating kinesthetic bliss and creating new pathways, you strengthen

your inner compass to recognize what feels good and aligned with your highest desires and what does not.

When you connect with your highest YES, you feel an expansion and opening in every cell of your Temple

Body: This is your Full Body YES.

Eyes As An Endpoint

Where do you consciously focus your eyes? In Graceful Warrior, we explored our endpoints

through movement. The eyes are another key endpoint to bring your attention to. The eyes are a bridge

between your inner landscape and your outer landscape; they reflect your presence and current energetic

state. When your eyes are open, they become another endpoint in which to direct your creative energy. With

presence and focus, you create a Drishti, a Sanskrit term meaning ‘focused gaze.’ Finding a Drishti is a

technique used in Yogic and Tantric practices to cultivate concentration and balance.

Chakras

Living Artfully activates your embodied voice and deep presence. We explore the seven

major chakras and their Bija (Syllable Seed) Sound Mantras.

Voice

Integrating the voice in your Temple Body Arts practices allows for your
fullest expression and embodiment. The voice is a powerful tool in which to bring your thoughts

and ideas into the world. Each sound and word holds a frequency. As you become more attuned to the

frequency of your words and sound, you recognize the power you hold to co-create what you desire through

your voice.

On another level, the resonance of the sounds you make vibrate in the body,

helping to release tension, and bringing you into your center. There is a magnetic power when you speak,

sing or sound from an embodied place. Through working with the sounds of the chakras, you open up your

voice.
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Each chakra represents different emotions and aspects of the body. By expressing

the sounds from the different chakra centers of the body, we get to know ourselves more deeply and

recognize what we need to clear out, release and integrate. There are bija seed syllable sounds for each

chakra to balance and stimulate these centers. Bija is a Sanskrit word meaning 'seed.’ If you feel drawn to a

specific chakra, see the Resources Tab, Sacred Tools with Chakra Map, for more Information on each chakra.

First Chakra: Root Chakra - Muladhara

Verb: “I am” | Bija Sound Mantra: LAM
Qualities: Origin, Belonging, Tribe, Security, Survival, Grounding, Stability
Life Themes: Home, finances, possessions, career

Second Chakra: Sacral Chakra - Svadhisthana

Verb: “I FEEL”  | Bija Sound mantra: VAM
Qualities: Fluidity, Pleasure, Sensuality, Creativity, Feelings, Womb Wisdom
Life Themes: Relationships, Boundaries, Self-Worth/ Self-Love, Sexuality
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Third Chakra: Solar Plexus Chakra  - Manipura

Verb: “I Do”  | Bija Sound mantra: RAM
Qualities: Strength, Resiliency, Confidence, Self-Esteem, courage
Life Themes:  Power Dynamics, Purpose, Divine Will, Taking Action, Decision Making

Fourth Chakra: Heart Chakra - Anahata

Verb: “I Love”   | Bija Sound mantra: YAM
Qualities: Unconditional Love, Compassion, Balance, Acceptance
Life Themes: Primary Relationships, Receiving, Forgiveness, Generosity, Motherhood

Fifth Chakra: Throat - Vishuddha

Verb: “I Speak”  | Bija Sound mantra: HUM
Qualities: : Communication, Authentic Expression, Judgment, Voice, Resonance
Life Themes: Speaking Your Truth, Asking for what you need, Creative self-expression

Sixth Chakra: Third Eye Chakra- Ajna

Verb: “I See”  | Bija Sound mantra: OM
Qualities: Vision, Intuition, Imagination, Insight, Clarity, Inspired Thought
Life Themes: Awakening to inner guidance, Trusting Intuition, Clairvoyance

Seventh Chakra: Crown Chakra - Sahasrara

Verb: I Know | Bija Sound mantra: AH
Qualities: Wisdom, Knowledge, Spiritual Connection, Stillness, Receiving
Life Themes: Exploring spirituality or religion, Trust, Opening up to divine guidance
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Living Artfully teaches us how to be a clear channel and allow creative life
force to move through our Temple Bodies.

You are in a co-creation with spirit. Living Artfully is about having a plan, designing your days as

well as knowing when to surrender and allow the mystery to unfold. As an artist co-creating your life, your

presence and how you move through the world is the key to Living your YES.

Become empty presence.

Listen to your inner compass.

Know your own value.

Discover your YES.

Align with your frequency of YES.

Nurture your passions.

Live with intention.

Be a living prayer of gratitude.
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Daily Practices

❖ Be with Living Artfully. Remember every moment is an opportunity to co-create with

divine spirit.

❖ Continue your Gratitude Practice. The more we focus on gratitude, the more we

open ourselves to receive or experience more to be grateful. Be a living prayer of gratitude.

❖ Recognize inspiration is the highest form of living. Share yourself artfully

online and in the world to inspire.

❖ Watch the Living Artfully Video.
❖ Practice the bija sounds for each chakra in your movement practice. Explore these

practices at your own pace.

Reflection Questions

1. Where in your life do you experience a full body YES?

2. As you move through life, Where do you intentionally focus your eyes and attention? In your

relationships, practices, work and other life aspects.

3. When do you feel your channel open and your divine creative spirit flowing through with ease

and grace?
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